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Abstract

Recent experimental advances provide us with platforms where natural or artificial quantum emitters
interact with structured photons or matter waves confined to reduced dimensionalities. In this talk, we
will show several examples how the interplay between the reduced dimensionality and non-trivial energy
dispersion gives rise to phenomena very different from conventional platforms such as novel collective atomic
interactions or non-trivial relaxation dynamics.

The interaction of (natural or artificial) emitters with the structured propagating photons (or matter-waves)
which appear in nanophotonics structures [1, 2], circuits [3], or state-dependent optical lattices [4] challenge
standard quantum optical wisdom. These unconventional photonic reservoirs can be engineered to display non-
trivial energy dispersions and propagation, e.g., with band-gaps or saddle-points, where conventional quantum
optical approximation fail. In this talk, we will present several cases where these structured photonic reservoirs
leads to unconventional phenomena, such as non-exponential decays [5, 6, 7], anisotropic collective decays
leading to novel super/subradiant states [5, 7], or purely long-range dipole-dipole interactions [6], which can be
harnessed to simulate long-range interacting spin models.
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